Detection of a hidden folding intermediate of the third domain of PDZ.
The folding pathway of the third domain of PDZ from the synaptic protein PSD-95 was characterized using kinetic and equilibrium methods by monitoring the fluorescence signal from a Trp residue that is incorporated at a near-surface position. Kinetic folding of this domain showed multiple exponential phases, whereas unfolding showed a single exponential phase. The slow kinetic phases were attributed to isomerization of proline residues, since there are five proline residues in this domain. We found that the logarithms of the rate constants for the fast phase of folding and unfolding are linearly dependent on the concentrations of denaturant. The unfolding free energy derived from these rate constants at zero denaturant was close to the value measured using the equilibrium method, suggesting the absence of detectable sub-millisecond folding intermediates. However, native-state hydrogen exchange experiments detected a partially unfolded intermediate under native conditions. It was further confirmed by a protein engineering study. These data suggest that a hidden intermediate exists after the rate-limiting step in the folding of the third domain of PDZ.